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Abstract
In competitive business, technology plays an important role to overcome their competitors, one such example is
Radio Frequency Identification acronym of RFID is a potential technology getting more investments from companies
around the world. This paper briefs about RFID technology. The history, evolution, scope and applications of RFID
technology is discussed in this paper.
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Introduction: The RFID technology has been used since the beginning of 20th century as Radio Detection and
Ranging RADAR, friend or foe (IFF) developed in World war II .Today RFID technology is being used in many
sectors such as government, transportation, food industries, future stores. This is due to need for efficiency, reduction
in cost and better uses of resources (internal and External). It provides a unique identification unlike Bar code from a
distance without requiring a line of sight. RFID tags can support bulk sets of IDs than Bar codes and can be used to
add additional information such as type of the product, manufacturer information and also used to add environmental
effects such as temperature. Here, we are introducing the principle of RFID, review the challenges faced in using this
technology.
RFID Principles
RFID utilizes radio waves to consequently recognize objects or individuals. It comprises of a microchip joined to a
antenna(the chip and reception apparatus i.e, antenna together are called transponder or a Tag) and a Reader with a
antenna. The transponder conveys electromagnetic waves and tag antenna is tuned to get those waves the chip that
regulates the waves and sends back to the reader and the reader changes over the new waves into advanced
information(digital data). The RFID principle can be explained in the block diagram in Figure :1
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Figure 1:RFID Block Diagram.
History
In 1865 James Clerk Maxwell proposed the idea of electromagnetics with his Maxwell’s equations [8]. Maxwell’s
prediction was confirmed by Heinrich Hertz, in 1887.At first RFID technology was used in IFF (identification, friend
or foe) during second World War [9]. For some others the patent related to RFID, by Mario Cardullo in 1973 was the
first patent.
In 1980’s an idea of Los Alamos National Laboratory was commercialized when they left from a company to develop
automated toll payment systems. The first successful transmission of Radio Telegraphy across the Atlantic was first
demonstrated by Guglielmo Marconi in 1896.
In 1904 ‘Father of Radar’, Alexander Watson Watt developed the technology which was not financially successful
and lead to the invention of RADAR. In the second world war the IFF technology (identification, friend or foe) was
employed to identify as friend or foe. In early 1940, the British air force put Transponders which would respond
when ‘interrogated’ that helped pilots to distinguish friendly airplanes.
In 1948, the article “Communication by Means of Reflected Power” by Harry Stockman designed a device that
modulated human voice on reflected light signals.
Working Principle of RFID
The two types of RFID tags include active RFID tag and passive RFID tag [2]. Active RFID has a transmitter and a
powers source on its own which is used to broadcast a signal to the reader and top power the microchip’s circuitry.
On the other hand Passive RFID tags do not have a battery source. Instead, they draw power form electromagnetic
waves sent away to induce current in RFID tag’s antenna. Also there is one more classification of RFID tags based on
the the electromagnetic field that encompasses RFID tag can be separated into near –field and far-field segments [3].
Near field RFID
Commonly, near field RFID tags are characterized as the field around the antenna up to a particular wavelength (λ)
away (approximately 35centimetres). Near –field RFID uses the created magnetic field in the near field to energize
the tag’s antenna. The tag responds by creating a disturbance in magnetic field that the reader picks up and decodes.
This can be explained by placing a tag with small coil in the magnetic field produced by the reader, experiencing an
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alternating voltage across it. By rectifying the voltage and coupling a capacitor, the charge accumulates in the
capacitor which is used to power the Tag chip. The current drawn by the Tag coil develops a small magnetic field,
this magnetic field opposes the reader field. The reader coil experiences a small change in current which is directly
proportional to the load applied along the Tags coil. By analyzing the change in current through the reader coil the
signal can be recovered.

Figure 2. Near Field Communication of RFID tag.
Far-field RFID
RFID names on far-field discharge finds EM waves inducing from a dipole radio wire associated with the Reader. A
little dipole antenna in the tag gets this essentialness as an exchanging potential that appears over the arms of the
dipole [10]. A diode can correct this potential and associate it to a capacitor, which will achieve a collection of energy
with a particular final objective to power its equipment. An antenna with definite estimations can be tuned to a
particular frequency and hold larger part of the signal that accomplishes at that frequency. By changing the antenna
impedance after some time, the tag can reflect back really a great part of the received signal. Basically, you can
detune a tag placing so as to antenna for this reason a transistor over its dipole and after that turning it halfway on and
off. As a brutal diagram guide, tags that use far field guidelines work are more huge than 100 MHz commonly in the
ultra high-recurrence (UHF) band, (for instance, 2.45 GHz); underneath this frequency is the range of RFID
considering closed field coupling.

Figure 3. Far Field communication of RFID tag.
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Limitation of RFID
Standardization
Regardless of the way that the qualities of use and the environment of utilization choose the suitable tag, the pitiful
benchmarks still leave much open door in the choice of correspondence conventions and the association and measure
of information set away in the tag [1]. Associations transcending a closed circle course of action and wishing to
impart their application to others may encounter conflicts as working together assistants need to agree in gauges
concerning correspondence conventions, signal equalization sorts, data transmission rates, data encoding, and effect
dealing with calculations.
Cost
An economic use of tags reduces the labor cost and zero Tag information generation cost into account as well.
Expensive semi-passive tags are used only in scanning High-valued goods which limit the usage of semi passive tags.
Collision
Endeavoring to peruse a few Tags at once might bring about signal collision leading to information misfortune. To
keep the tags hostile to crash calculations can be connected at an additional expense. The advancement of these
strategies, went for lessening general read time and expanding the quantity of labels at the same time read.
Frequency
The ideal decision of frequency relies upon the following factors:
(i)Transmission mode:
RFID labels essentially utilize two sorts of information transmission, contingent upon the conduct of electromagnetic
fields at the frequrency utilized. In lower frequencies inductive coupling is utilized, while in higher frequency groups
wave backscattering is the fundamental method for transmission. This likewise influences the protected reader range,
as it is less demanding to construct course specific gadgets with a more drawn out read range in higher frequencies
[4].
(ii) Conduct of labeled products and environment:
Few materials Properties might be an obstacle to RFID application at a desired frequency, as they might degenerate
information transmission either by assimilation or by encompassing impression of the signs. Regularly, conductive
materials, for example, water, or metal surfaces might be the wellspring of issues. In any case, ingestion and
reflection being frequency subordinate, disappointment at one frequency does not preclude appropriateness at other
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frequencies. Electromagnetic unsettling influence can likewise have outer sources, which is additionally a basic
however likewise frequencies subordinate issue in a modern domain.
Faulty manufacture of tags
Now a day’s Assembling of RFID tags are not 100% failure free. Around 20-30% of tags have been faulty[5].
Faulty detection of tags
Labels might be harmed amid use. A wide scope of use difficulties can be replied by the large number of suitable
labels, yet none of them is totally immune and the reasons for harm might shift from sort to sort. The outcome is a
perused disappointment which is, in numerous cases hard to distinguish, similar to the certainty of the harm itself for
a concealed tag. This turns into a business issue when, for instance, the installment for products is figured by the
quantity of identified labels and no measures are taken to make up for read disappointments.
Security and privacy Issues
Contingent upon the field of use and now and again, recommended by law it might get to be avert unapproved
persons from perusing or composing information put away on the other hand transmitted tags. To this end, encryption
must be granted at all interfaces where information could be blocked or transmitted.
Application of RFID
Identification
On the off chance that RFID Tags are utilized with the end goal of thing sort or example recognizable proof, more
often than not, an information base is kept up in the foundation to give or get the extra data required. Enlarged with
this backing, destination or method for taking care of can be resolved for the given thing, an effectively demonstrated
idea in various logistics arrangements [7].
Location and Identification
In the event that a given reader is doled out to a known area, it is conceivable to track the present spot of a given
exceptionally identifiable thing. Various logistics organizations and a few postal administrations have officially
incorporated such RFID-based highlights into their following administrations. In Denmark, Automatic vehicle
location is being used for public transport [8].
Asset Tracking
It's nothing unexpected that advantage following is a standout amongst the most normal employments of RFID.
Organizations can put RFID Tags on resources that are stolen frequently or lost.
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Manufacturing
RFID has been utilized as a part of assembling plants for more than 10 years. It's utilized to track parts and work in
procedure and to diminish imperfections, build throughput and deal with the creation of various adaptations of the
same item.
Supply chain management
RFID innovation has been utilized as a part of shut circle supply ties or to computerize parts of the inventory network
inside of a organization's control for quite a long time. As guidelines rise, organizations are progressively swinging to
RFID to track shipments among store network accomplices.

Figure 4: application of RFID in shipping.
Retailing
Retailers, for instance, Best Purchase, Metro and Wal-Shop are in the front line of RFID reception. These retailers are
right now centered around enhancing store network proficiency and ensuring item is on the rack when clients need to
purchase it.
Payment systems
RFID is extremely popular in the store network world, yet the innovation is likewise getting on as a

helpful

installment component. A standout amongst the most mainstream employments of RFID today is to pay for street
tolls without halting. These dynamic frameworks have gotten on in numerous nations, and speedy administration
eateries are trying different things with utilizing the same dynamic RFID labels to pay for dinners at drive-through
windows.
Security systems and in access control
RFID is extremely popular in the store network world, yet the innovation is likewise getting on as a helpful
installment component. A standout amongst the most mainstream employments of RFID today is to pay for street
tolls without halting. These dynamic frameworks have gotten on in numerous nations, and speedy administration
eateries are trying different things with utilizing the same dynamic RFID Tags to pay for dinners at drive-through
windows.
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Animal Tracking
RFID has a long history of being utilized for animal tracking. From management of animals (for creature
development, encouraging, wellbeing, and market perceivability) to pet tracking, RFID is generally develop in this
field. Creature following can be viewed as one of the biggest executions of benefit administration utilizing RFID. As
a rule, low recurrence tags are utilized for creature following.

Figure 5: RFID application in Animal Tracking.
Toll Collection
In numerous states, toll gathering for vehicles going at or close interstate rates is fulfilled using dynamic RFID tags.
There are numerous frameworks accessible today: SunPass (Florida) and FasTrak (California). These frameworks
might keep running at any number of frequencies, yet 915 MHz and 5.8 GHz are as often as possible utilized. These
frameworks are regularly connected to a charge card, taking into consideration put away qualities to be recharged
without requirement for physically taking care of the labels [11].
Production Applications
Production Applications additionally stands to harvest benefits from this innovation as far as enhancing throughputs,
diminishing lead times and decreasing stock holding costs. Liu et al [12] utilize RFID to make strides production
efficiencies in a integrate circuit bundling house. The RFID framework when incorporated with the Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) programming permits the organization to monitor each of its wafers as it voyages through
the packing procedure. Xianwen et al [13] build up a constant administration framework for containers utilizing RFID
and electronic information trade (EDI) in this way lessening information section times and enhancing holder uses.
Other applications
RFID development has not been constrained to the amassing area alone. It has found application in the parking
Management [14], construction, health care.
Health services is another territory where RFID sensors have discovered application. RFID sensors have been utilized
to screen through remote correspondence the heart-rates of cardiovascular patients [16], to distinguish patients for
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surgery, to find installed gadgets and to screen the life of dental retainers . Versatile robots need data about the
surroundings to help them with route and RFID sensors give the fundamental data through remote correspondence
systems. Lin et al propose a RFID-based data administration framework for remotely observing the Missile assembly
process.
Conclusion
The paper gave an outline of the present state and patterns of RFID innovation. Despite the fact that various
impediments and uncertain issues still thwart the far reaching utilization of RFID. In spite of these difficulties, RFID
keeps on making advances into stock control frameworks, and it's just a matter of time before the part costs fall
sufficiently low to make RFID an appealing financial recommendation. Besides, broad designing endeavors are under
approach to succeed current specialized constraints and to manufacture exact and solid label perusing frameworks.
We may likewise begin to see financial weight from the bigger wholesalers to adjust item bundling and its related
materials to additional successfully incorporate RFID. At long last, at this sensitive stage, while real organizations are
trialing the innovation, media response and candid security gatherings can impact the rules by which we utilize the
innovation. RFID's potential advantages are vast, and we're certain to see numerous novel applications n the future—
some of which we can't start to envision. The segments that go into RFID per users and labels are basic radio
interchanges, yet their littler size and expansive organization improve the force of the innovation and raise worries
about the security impacts of RFID sending. These worries are frequently started on impossible suppositions about
where the innovation will go and how it will be utilize.
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